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Stocks are probing for a bottom, but it’s still a bear. Tbonds break down . IBM drifts along. Interest rates
plummet more. Swiss Franc still looking for a rally. Gold at a decision point. Wheat resumes it’s rally. World
markets trying to rally, but Aussie Market holding trend. Aussie Death Line. Master Clock update. Harmonic
grids explained.
STOCKS

Stocks remain in the bear market. They are now
probing for a low. This low should be followed by a
corrective rally.
The long term chart shows the steep decline that
followed the end of the bull market. That bull market
formed an up Chaos Clamshell which has clearly now
ended. The significance of that should not be lost. The
buoyant attitude that drove the Dotcom boom has faded.
Bear markets do, however, have spirited corrective
rallies. The current rally in the stock indexes is a
reflection of that.
The near term chart shows that this spirited rally is
probably move 6 of a down Chaos Clamshell. Our
forecast suggests that this rally will run into the end of
April and be followed by a new decline. We expect that
decline to bottom near the first of June.
Following that the SP3.XGO energy cycle is up for
several months. So it looks like we will have a decent
summer rally. This should be used as a trading rally only,
and not as a sign that the bull market is back in force.

This letter is written by Al Larson, aka Hans Hannula, full time trader, PhD (Electrical and Computer Engineering), RSA, CTA. It incorporates his original scientific research into market chaos, its causes, patterns, and trading techniques. The Chaos Clamshell
shown is the unclassified version of the confidential Hannula Market Fractal, which is taught in his Cash In On Chaos course. Hotline updates to this letter are available daily on email as Chaos Trader’s Hotline and Tomorrow’s Market Hotline available for
$99/Mo., billed for 3Mos.at $297, renewed automatically. See page seven for more details.

IBM

IBM continues to drift slowly lower. The long term chart shows that it has clearly ended its
bull market, and is now making a huge “distribution top.” This suggests that large funds are
methodically liquidating IBM over a period of time.
The near term chart shows this drifting action forming a clear down channel. No action should
be taken in this stock unless it breaks at either the top of this channel or the bottom of it.

For stocks or commodities not covered in this
newsletter or on the
hotline, you can
track the cycles and
trade the Chaos
Clamshells using
the Trading System Toolkit.

ECONOMY/RATES
The drop in interest rates has been
spectacular. They have dropped
approximately 33 percent over the last two
months. They have now reached a level
where we can expect them to consolidate.
Keep in mind that interest rates are the
bankers profits. At 4 percent, lending
money starts to become a questionable
business.
This sharp drop in rates was supposed to
stimulate the economy and stop the slide in
stocks - or so people thought. Allen
Greenspan, always the savy politician, did
not really promise that.
This drop in interest rates does make
borrowing money more attractive, which will
help those companies that need large
amounts of capital. The Dotcom economy
supposedly had no need of heavy capital
spending, and therefore, interest rates were
considered irrelevant. In fact, this perverted
thinking went so far that one Dotcom CEO
was widely quoted as saying that profits were irrelevant. The idea that one could put up a website and have a
business that cost nothing to run and would make a fortune was widespread.
Some schemes were absolutely unbelievable. One site, for instance, promised
people 50 cents a minute to look at their advertising laden site. In a few months
Never, Never, Never Quit.
they owed viewers over $10 million dollars and the advertisers were getting no
sales.
Winston Churchill
Business is still the same, Internet or no Internet. One has to have a product that
satisfies peoples needs and be able to distribute that product at a fair price.
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TBONDS

Tbonds have turned down. The ZD540 cycle, shown on the long term chart,
is peaking.
This downturn suggests that the rally in Tbonds has ended. The rally moved
approximately 15 points. Support and resistance on the long term chart occurs
at multiples of 15 points, as shown. This suggests that bonds may fall back as
far as 90.

When an archer misses the
mark, he turns and looks for the
fault within himself. Failure to hit
the bull’s-eye is never the fault of
the target. To improve your aim improve yourself.
Gilbert Arland

GOLD

Gold is at a decision point. The long term chart shows the mother of all converging triangles. The near term chart
shows the flagpole and pennant pattern developed over the last year. That pennant is now converging.
This suggests that gold may finally try to break out of the pennant. In fact, the last minor low was a higher low. This
coincides with a low in the XGO energy forecast. A break to the upside is probable. A trailing stop above prices is a
good tactic for getting along when and if an upside break occurs.
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SWISS FRANC

The Swiss Franc is still setting up for a rally. The energy cycle has apparently
inverted, delaying the upturn.
The long term chart shows two completed Chaos Clamshells, and a third one just
beginning. The near term chart shows move 1 up in that larger Chaos Clamshell. It
shows move 2 down forming, a smaller Chaos Clamshell. That clamshell is pointing
towards the bottom later this month.

To succeed - do the best you
can, where you are, with what
you have.
Unknown

WHEAT

Wheat continues to look very bullish. The long term chart shows that the decline and
bottom are following an elliptical pattern. That ellipse now begins to rise sharply, so we should
see wheat headed higher.
The near term chart shows that the wheat energy cycle has inverted. The recent low came
right on time. Prices now look to be headed higher over the next month or more.
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George Bayer wrote
about trading wheat
using Mercury, Saturn
and Jupiter. You can
learn to find astrocycles with the aid of the
Trader’s Ephemeris
and the Finding Astrocycles video-JUST
$100.
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WORLD MARKETS

The Japanese market has made a bottom. The chart
shows the down CC and what appears to be the start of a
new up CC.
The British market is down sharply, like it’s American
cousin. It has new reached the level where a corrective
rally can be expected.
The Australian market remains in a bull market, but is
at a crossroads. For several months prices have been
pinching between overhead resistance and the bull
market supporting trendline.

CHAOS CLASSROOM
The chart at the right
demonstrates harmonic
scaling. The grid has been set
up so that 30 points per month
forms a square. This makes a
year equal to 360 degrees.
W.D. Gann showed that prices
tend to move along harmonic
lines. Three such lines are
shown on the chart. Line A
moves horizontally two grids and
up one. Line B moves
horizontally one grid and down
one. Line C moves over one
and down two. These three lines
demonstrate three different
price-time ratios, or “harmonics.”
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ASTROPHYSICS AND CHAOS THEORY
Last September I published an article
on my website titled, “The Gann
Deathline 2000.” This article showed the
electric flux lines of Jupiter having carried
the S&P500 prices from one set of Pluto
electric flux lines to another.
The same pattern is now apparent in the
Australian All Ordinaries Index. That
chart is shown at the right. The line A is
the Aussie Deathline 2001. It is an
electric field flux line formed by planet
Jupiter. It has carried the ASAOI from the
set of Pluto electric flux lines shows at C
and E to the next quantum set of Pluto
flux lines. The lower one of these is
shown at E. Notice how this line has
been forming the resistance mentioned
earlier.
That resistance has pushed prices back
down to the Deathline. If this line is
broken, share prices in Australia may take a very sharp drop just like their American cousins did. There is no guarantee
that they will do so, so one should only watch for the possibility. Prices could overcome the resistance from line E. If
they do so, they should rally to at least 3670, the midpoint between the upper pair of Pluto flux lines.
This conflict between the resistance line E and support line A will be resolved before they cross at point D.

ENERGY

As the planets orbit the Sun, they
stir up tidal waves in the Sun’s
gasses. These tidal waves cause the
gasses to swirl, creating Sun spots,
solar flares, and coronal holes. These
all effect the amount of radiation sent
from the Sun to the Earth. This energy
shows up in stock prices. This is
thoroughly discusses in my article, “In
Search Of The Cause Of Cycles.” In
that article, I call this tidal force “The
Master Clock.”
This chart shows how well S&P prices
have been following the Master Clock
over the past 16 months. For 14
months, they followed the Master Clock
almost perfectly. Then in February, they
inverted to follow they inverted Master
Clock.
Inversions are a characteristic of all chaotic systems. Markets on Earth are chaotic because the energy that reaches
our ionosphere flows two ways around the Earth, creating opposing electrical waves.
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QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
This month we have made two significant
changes to our website. The first of these is
our new Estore. This is a set of web pages that
lets you order some of our products on line and
have them delivered electronically.
The first two products available are electronic
versions of my book, “Your Electric Life,” and
my reprint selections, “Market Astro Physics
and Chaos.”
The second improvement is in our hotlines.
We are combining our Position and Day Trading
Hotlines, effective immediately. Those who
subscribe to either one, will get both for the
price formerly charged for one. Behind the
scenes, we have changed how the email lists
for these hotlines is maintained. It is now
created daily from our online customer data
base. This eliminates the necessity to type each subscribers email address into Outlook Express.
There will be more changes of this nature over the summer. Stay tuned.
PEOPLE AND HAPPENINGS
Ready or not, Aussies, here I come!
I am not yet ready and I am leaving in 24 hours. I
will be speaking at the Astro Economics
Conference, giving a seminar, and enjoying a 13
day tour with my wife, Nancy. While I am gone, my
able assistant, Wava, will be running the store and
Jim Twentyman, a very experienced trader, will be
doing my hotlines. My son and his wife will be
house sitting and taking care of our two dogs. So,
with lots of help, our trip is really going to happen.
I even got my taxes done early this year. I did
them completely electronically. Not only did I file
them electronically, my signature was verified
electronically, and my payment was made
electronically. Yes, the IRS reached across the
electronic network and took money out of my bank
account. Kind of scary, isn’t it?
See you next month,

We did purge addresses last month. If this is a sample newsletter, you will stay on our list until purged. The date
after your name tells you the last month you will receive unless you renew. Renewals are $240/year. Renew now. I
do take 3 month and 6 month renewals as well. Just pro-rate the cost. Call 303-452-5566 with your renewal or
order online. Visa and Mastercard taken.
The Cash In On Chaos Newsletter (formerly the Market AstroPhysics Newsletter) is published 12 times per year, between the 20th
and the 31st of the month. Subscriptions are $240 per year, including the AstroDow and Master Clock timing information. We may
or may not hold securities mentioned. Sources of information are believed to be reliable, but are not guaranteed. Opinions and recommendations are given with the understanding that our sophisticated investors are aware of the risks involved. Past success is no
guarantee of future success. Simulated trading results may over or understate actual results. CIOC Newsletter is written and published by Dr. Al Larson, PhD, RSA, CTA. 303-452-5566., fax 303-457-9871 MicroMedia , 4224 East 126th Ave., Thornton, CO
80241. Mastercard , Visa accepted. Hotline available daily (Chaos Trader’s Email or Tomorrow’s Market Email). Just $99/Mo, billed
for 3mos @ $297, renewed automatically. Sign up at: http://moneytide.com
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Your Electric Life, Science for a New Age
by Dr. Al Lason, Ph.D. (aka Dr. Hans Hannula)

Whether you realize it or not, you are being
strongly influenced by a very powerful electrical
force - the earths electric field. This field
produces currents through your body that are
250,000 times as strong as the currents that run
your brain. Recognition of this fact, research, and
experimentation have led former Bell Labs
engineer and scientist Al Larson to a series of
insights into many previously unexplained
phenomena. His findings cover a wide range of
topics, such as dowsing, the human aura,
consciousness, bio-circuits, Feng Shui, natal
astrology, stock markets, remote viewing, energy
field medicine, de ja vu, dreams, and religious
experiences. His own discovery of sudden
impulses *shows how we are all connected by
the field in a Cosmic Internet*. Al provides a
rational explanation of how these phenomena
work through the earths electric field, along with
guidance of how this knowledge can be used to
improve your own life. Do not miss this clear,
concise, convincing explanation of how things
work.

Just $18 + $2 shipping and handling
US/Canada
Call 303 452 5566.
Mastercard/Visa accepted.
XGO CHARTS
XGO CHARTS FOR ANY MARKET OR PERSON.
NEED DATE OF FIRST TRADE OR DATE OF
BIRTH. I HAVE DATA FOR MOST STOCKS AND
ALL COMMODITIES. CAN DO FOR ANYTHING
OR ANYONE ELSE IF YOU KNOW DATE.
$36. ENERGY CHARGING KIT ..
..............$72
CONCENTRATION HEADBAND
.............$36
ENERGY TRAPS FOR SCREENS .......4 FOR $20
TRADER’S ENERGY PACKAGE-CHARGING
KIT,HEADBAND, 8 TRAPS - SAVE $28...........$120.

TAXPAYERS SPECIAL

Part 1. Cash In On Chaos Course - $360.
Part 2. Market Astrophysics and Chaos Electronic version - $24.*
Part 3. Your Electric Life - Electronic version $15.*
Part 4. Take 15% off any order over $360.
* Order on our website.

2 = AstroDow2 3= AstroDow3 4=AstroDow4
P=AstroPoint extreme
F=Full moon N= New Moon
M = Mercury Lunar Chaos
V= Venus Lunar Chaos

Does not include hotlines or packages.
Good until May 31, 2001.
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